VIDEO TRANSCRIPT
Hi my name is Heather Nowak and I am a
consulting senior analyst based in Chicago.
Currently I'm doing a fellowship in the Accenture
Customer Innovation Network where my primary
job is to design and facilitate Design Thinking
workshops for clients.
Welcome to the Chicago Accenture Customer
Innovation Network this is where we like to start
off all of our workshops with clients to give them
an overview of our space and an understanding
of what our day will look,
It's 6:20 a.m and I'm heading to Detroit to help
out at a workshop in the new Detroit industrial
innovation center. So we just finished our
workshop today in Detroit and now we are out to
dinner at Chartreuse in downtown Detroit and
I'm reconnecting with some of my old teammates
in the ACIN.
So one of my favorite things about Accenture is
all of the opportunities to meet people, on
Fridays especially, it's always awesome to come
in meet new people but also see people that I’ve
worked with previously and just reconnect and
honestly the people is what makes my
experience at Accenture so awesome.
One of my favorite things about working locally
in Chicago is that I can come home and cook at
night so here is tonight's creation which is
chicken creamy rigatoni.
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So I've been training for a triathlon which is next
weekend super excited and today I biked up
here to the Baha'i temple and it's about a thirty
mile round-trip so big Saturday.
So right now I'm looking for a new project and
that is one of the coolest aspects of this job
basically when you roll off a project you get the
opportunity to look for a new role and that could
be totally different than your last one and
honestly it feels like I'm getting a new job every
time I start a new project. And I feel like I'm able
to kind of reinvent myself so it's always it’s
always exciting like what's gonna be next what
they learn next how can I grow as a
professional.

